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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of allowing a user to record and replay a specific portion of a window application session in order to build an efficient and scalable asynchronous interaction. Our approach is based on a method that enables a latecomer to dynamically join a conference and share applications used in the conference. We propose to extend this method by archiving the state modifications to the window system as consistent revival points that can be stored with the user's recorded application session. Later, in a replaying step we can impose a specific revival point to a remote window system and start replaying from this point. We propose two mechanisms applied in the recording step to allow later the displaying of the contents of all windows generated by the recorded application. The first is based on simulated window system events, and the second applies window system requests to get and store the contents of all application's windows.
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1 Introduction and motivation

Shared window systems allow multiple users, each on their own workstation, to view and interact with a single user application [1,2,5,6,7]. Shared window systems have a major limitation, they are synchronous and thus work only when all participants are on-line at the same time. Application sharing would be even more effective if efficient collaboration could be extended to asynchronous interaction that does not require all participants to be on-line at the same time.

This requirement is the origin of designing and implementing an asynchronous interaction method based on an asynchronous application sharing service [4]. The asynchronous application sharing service is based on two complementary services. The first, is the application recording service which allows a user (e.g. student) to record his X-application session and to add comments along all his/her session. The second is the application replaying service enabling a remote partner user (e.g. professor) to replay the recorded X-session and to understand the partner user's work (e.g. student). A major limitation of those services is that they provide sequential recording and replaying of X-window streams.

This problem can be solved by designing a method for a direct access on an X-window stream. This method is basically based on storing a persistent revival point and later, accessing directly the X-window stream from this stored revival point. This method restores the stored point and imposes it to the window system server (i.e. X-server). Hence replaying of the remainder X-window stream can be started from this point.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first we describe. First, we present a related work on a method for a dynamic participation in a computer-based conferencing system introduced in [3]. Afterwards, we present our approach that is based on this method and that provides a direct access on a stored X-window stream. Then, we evaluate some protocols for a scalable and flexible asynchronous interaction. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks and outline our future plans.

2 A dynamic participation method in a computer based conferencing system

This method was designed to allow a latecomer to participate in a window shared session. The approach
adopted in this method is to record the modification made by requests to the resources allocated on the X-server.

2.1 X window system resources

An X application programming model presents six basic abstractions: window, cursor, graphics context, pixmap, colormap and fonts. Windows and pixmaps are both referred as drawables. Resources are created manipulated and destroyed by the server in response to clients requests. The following is brief description of these resources.

2.2 Recording modifications to resources

This approach consists to catalogue changes a client can make to the server state. A client may change the server state as follows:

- create private resources (e.g. a client can create a set of windows, a set of colors, etc...for its use)
- change attributes of resources that it creates itself or that did not create by itself.

This approach of concentrating on modifications made to resources guarantees that a minimal set of information is kept about the changes made by the client to the server state. Whenever a new resource is created by a client, data structures are created to record the attributes of the resource. When the changes change the attributes of a resource, the data structures associated with this resource will be modified. When a client sends a request to free the resource, the data structures associated will be deleted.

A problem arises when immediately deleting a resource that the client frees. Then we should not delete a resource that is required by another resource which is not deleted. To avoid this problem, this method apply an algorithm that creates and maintains a dependency relationship between resources. Figure 1 shows the dependency graph that result from the CreateCursor request.

Figure 1. CreateCursor request dependency graph.

When a request to free a resource R is encountered, the algorithm checks if any resource depends on R. Only when no other resource depends on R can R's information be deleted from maintained data structure. After recording modifications to resources and maintaining a dependency relationship graph between resources, using this produced graph we can modify the state of a latecomer's server.

In the next section we show how we can adapt this method to use it in asynchronous manner to allow direct access on an X-window stored session.

3 An approach for a direct access to an X-protocol stream.

We propose to apply the method described in the previous section to access directly a stored X-protocol stream. We know that it is not possible to access directly a specific media unit (X-request) of an X-protocol stream and starts playing requests (to an X-server) from this media unit. This is because a particular media unit of an X-protocol stream is effectively dependent of the media units preceding it, and hence of a certain context of allocated resources on the X-server. To explicit our approach, we introduce these notations:

- S: an X-protocol stream with n media units
- R: the media unit (X-request) of rank i in the stream S with 1 ≤ i ≤ n
- P: the state point i of the allocated resources on an X-server after playing all media units R_k in the stream S that precedes R_i with 1 ≤ k < i.

To access directly a stored media unit R_i we should save the state point P_i at the recording step. This point reflects the state of the server before playing the X-request R_i. Figure 2 shows the association made between state server points and X-protocol requests.

Figure 2. Relationship between X-requests and server states.

In the replaying step if we desire to start replaying from the request R_i we should restore the correspondent server state point P_i and impose this point to the server, then we can start playing requests from R_i. If we apply with a "brute approach" the method described in the previous section we will not able to impose correctly a server state point in a replaying step. Because, this method only
records the modifications made by the application to the server state and assumes that displaying the current windows contents will be made by the client. However, in the replaying step we have only a stored X-protocol stream request and we have not any client running.

To cope with this problem we propose two mechanisms to allow later the displaying of all the client windows. The first mechanism is based on simulated packet events, and the second apply GetImage request and PutImage request to refresh the GUI of the client.

3.1 Simulated packet events

This mechanism is applied in the recording step. In this step we apply the method proposed by [3] to maintain a dependency relationship graph between current created resources. If we desire to save a state point $P_i$, then we send simulated expose events to the client being recorded. These special server events are normally sent by the server to the client to indicate that portions of a window become visible. Each expose event specifies a rectangular region inside the window that becomes visible. In response, the client will generate the appropriate requests to draw an up-to-date image on his window. These generated X-requests will be stored to further refresh the contents of all windows in the replaying step.

One would expect that to get all requests for refreshing the contents of a given window we should simulate single expose events for that window. However, it appears that is necessary in special cases to simulate multiple expose events for a given window. This depends on the current state of the visible window relative to the other overlapping windows.

To determine whether or not to generate single or multiple expose events for a window, we archive expose events sent by the server in the recording step. The archiving consists of maintaining an event data structure which represents the most recent expose events sent by the server relative to a given window. After saving a server state point, we generate expose events from these event data structure and we send them to the client. The recording agent handles the request packets sent by the application and stores them as refreshing requests.

We present in the following another approach which is based on generating GetImage requests to later refresh the contents of all client windows.

3.2 Generated GetImage requests.

In rarest cases where it is extremely hard for the client to refresh the window’s image, the client can request the server to refresh the window’s image, the client can request the server to do the refreshing. In this case there will no expose events sent from the server to the client and the scheme described above can not be applied. To get the current image of a window there is a request called GetImage that acquires the contents of a window image from the server.

In a recording step when we store the state of a server, GetImage requests are generated for all windows created by the client. The server will send replies as a response to these requests. Then, the contents of windows are stored. Later, in the replaying step we can use PutImage request to up-date the contents of all windows. Figure 3 shows the architecture of a recording agent that archives the server’s state.

![Figure 3. Architecture recording agent archiving server’s state](image_url)

The recording agent consists of three components: the session control, the filter and the archiver. The session control, control the recording process. It handles the X-protocol traffic between the client and the server, controls the recording of X requests and the archiving of server states. The filter filters requests to be stored. The Archiver maintains a dependency graph of the resources created. This dependency graph helps to impose a specific state point $P_i$ to a server in a replaying step.

In the next section we present different approaches using the recording of a server state point and later restoring and imposing of this state point on a new server.

4 Different approaches for a scalable asynchronous interaction

During an asynchronous interaction based on recording and later replaying of an X-window session, we have faced the problem of accessing directly a stored X-session. This problem can be solved by the following two policies:

- selective recording and replaying of an X-window stream policy
• introducing revival points on the recording of an X-window stream.

In order to criticize these policies we illustrate scenarios of an asynchronous interaction between a professor and a student based on each of these policies.

An asynchronous interaction can be based on a selective recording and replaying of X-window streams. This policy is applied in two steps: the recording and the replaying step.

Within this policy, the recording agent does not have to record all X-application requests. It uses a method for dynamic participation in a computer-based conferencing system[3] described in section 2 to record the modifications made by the application to the X-server state. When the student encounters a problem he reports it and the recording agent saves the X-server state as a consistent revival point as described in section 3. This allows the replaying agent to replay requests from the stored revival point.

In the replaying step, the replaying agent has to impose the recorded revival point to the X-server. Hence, the professor can start replaying the X-window session from this revival point. This policy is interesting when the professor can understand the student’s work from only this stored revival point. Applying this policy the student can store only a portion of his/her application session. Therefore, this policy has low memory and CPU requirements but presents the following limitations:

• The professor can only start replaying the stored X-session from the revival point. It may be that to understand the problem encountered by the student requires the viewing of a student’s session portion that precede the stored revival point. In this case, the professor is not able to view the X-session portion preceding the stored revival point.

• The problem of a direct access to the X-window stream portion remains. For example if the professor wants to access the next student’s problem that occurs one hour after the previous problem he should also wait one hour to encounter the next problem.

• Within this policy there is no way to go-fast backward or to fast forward (skipping) in order to view rapidly other portions of the real student’s application session. This functionality is a key aim of an efficient replaying service, and then can be useful to understand student’s session.

An alternative approach that solves these problems is the second policy that introduces revival points in the student’s stored application session.

In the recording step, the recording agent records all X-window stream requests. During this step, revival points are also saved on the recorded session. To save a revival point the recording agent uses the method suggested in section IV to save a revival point and to restore and impose that point to the current X-server. We discuss later several mechanisms that can control the saving of revival points.

In the replaying step, the replaying agent replays the student’s stored session sequentially. When the professor wants to access directly a specific portion, then he could do it by restoring the correspondent revival point and imposing it to the window system server (X-server). After that he starts replaying the student’s recorded session from this point.

The approach adopted here is the second one because it combines the sequential and the selective recording and replaying. The more interesting feature with revival points is that we are able to go-backward and view other previous X-window session portions.

4.1 Control of saving revival points

Some relevant questions raise when saving the revival points. How we can efficiently save revival points during application session and who can control the saving process of these revival points? We distinguish three different approaches can be applied:

• User driven approach

• Time driven approach

• GUI events approach

In the user driven approach, the user running the application (e.g. student or professor) controls the saving of revival points. Then the user decides whether or not to save a certain revival point regard to the semantic context of the evolution of his application session. The saving of a revival point occurs respect to the semantic context of the user’s work. When the user judge that he starts a novel step of his work than he can save a revival point which reflects. This approach do not take account of the time elapsed since the previous saved revival point.

Saving revival points can be done by computing the time elapsed since saving the last revival point. Hence, at each period of t units of time (seconds or minutes e.g. t=10mn) a revival point is saved. However, this approach do not take in account the application session context. Then we can obtain successive revival points saved and all of them reflect the same semantic session context.

The third approach is the GUI events that can control the saving of a specific revival point. For example, when the application opens a new window (e.g after forking a new process) then this event translates a certain semantic application context in the evolution of the user’s work. This event can produce the saving of a revival point. It’s obviously that an optimal control approach for saving
revival points should be a combination of all these described approaches. We give in the following an algorithm that controls the saving of revival points: we define here three basic events:

- user_control_event: user order to save a revival point
- gui_event: Graphical user interface event.
- timeout_event: this event is raised when the maximum of the time (t units of time) since saving the last revival point is elapsed.

We define these system parameters:

- P_s: state point eligible for saving.
- R_s: number of requests generated since the last revival point.
- MaxReq: the maximum of requests generated since the last revival point.
- t: the maximum of the inter revival point period
- Mint: the minimum of the inter revival point period
- Timelapsed: the time since the last saving of the revival point

Control Algorithm:

Switch(incoming_event)
    case user_event:       Save(P_s)
    case timeout_event: if (R_s > MaxReq)
                        Save(P_s)
    case gui_event: if (Timelapsed > Mint)
                      Save(P_s)
End Switch

This algorithm gives a priority to the user to save a revival point when he decides to do this. The elapsed time driven approach is constrained by the number of generated requests since the last saving of a revival point. This prevents the saving of insignificant revival point after a silence period (after a pause). The GUI interface event approach is also constrained by the time elapsed from the last saving of a revival point, because if we have just saved a revival point, than it is not necessarily to save another one even if we receive a GUI event.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we improve an asynchronous interaction method by providing a novel method for a selective recording and replaying of stored X-window streams. Our proposed approach is based on a method for accommodating latecomers in a computer based conferencing system. This method is extended by two mechanisms to allow saving of consistent revival points on a stored X-window session. The first mechanism is based on simulated server events which allows to get from the client a series of requests that help restoration of the GUI of a client in a replaying step. The second is based on generated requests that gets from the server and after stores the contents of all windows being displayed.

Finally we propose an approach for a scalable asynchronous interaction based on combining the sequential and selective recording. In this approach we record revival points on a stored X-session. This helps to have a flexible replaying of large stored X-window streams. Finally, recording of revival points is governed by a control algorithm which gives to the user the high priority to save at any time a revival point.

In the future we plan to design a method for a rapid switching from a revival point to another one. This is interesting when we search to optimize time processing for an optimal switching inter-revival point.
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